
APPENDIX 4c – Summary of Comments from REG26 Stage (doc.1) 

 Comments 

 Revised  
 Title Surname Company  Chapter Policy Comment Officer Comment policy 

 Mr Hickey Sporle with  1. S 4 We agree greenbelt land should be preserved  Comments noted.  Whilst Breckland has no  GDC1 
 Palgrave PC wherever possible particularly for agricultural use.  statutory greenbelt land, the LDF will place a  
 All surplus farmland used to grow bio fuels and  significant emphasis on protecting the landscape  
 energy crops. and townscapes of Breckland for their own sake,  
 recognising their value in the local distinctiveness  
 which makes Breckland a prosperous and  
 attractive place. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 1. S GEN We recommend that an additional spatial policy is  Revised policy for locally identified sites of  GDC4 
 included to expand the biodiversity in Breckland. biodiversity and geological conservation seeks to  
 provide a high level of protection for these assets. 

 Mr Waller 1. S GEN Development should begin where the  Comments noted.  Impact of development will be  GDC1 
 infrastructure is already present. Most of these are covered by a new policy. 
  relatively unspoilt and need careful and  
 considerate planning for them to remain so. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 10. CF 1 Should be expanded and reworded - new  Other policies support developments that have  GDC23 
  Council community facilities will be permitted: in town  good accessibility by pedestrians, cyclists and  
 centres and areas with high levels of pedestrian,  public transport. Therefore unnecessary to repeat 
 cycle and public transport accessibility  this as a criterion in this policy. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 10. CF 1 The policy does not currently appear to promote a Comment noted. Policy has been revised to  GDC23 
  consistent approach to accessibility in town  consider development of community facilities in  
 centres relative to other locations. The principle of other areas emphasising importance of the  
  locating facilities in new development relative to  accessibility of facilities. 
 accessibility considerations, particularly in larger  
 scale developments, should also be considered. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 10. CF 2 Suggest slight broadening through rewording - will  Agree. Policy has been revised to take this into  GDC23 
  Council only be permitted where it can be demonstrated  account. 
 that the facility is no longer needed for any social,  
 community or recreational use. 
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 Ms Pitt GO-East 10. CF 2 The policy currently appears contradictory. It  Agree. Policy has been revised to allow  GDC23 
 indicates that permission will only be granted if  redevelopment where facility is genuinely surplus;  
 there is no longer a need for the facility, but then  thereby removing any contradiction. 
 goes on to indicate that where permission is  
 granted, then compensatory provision should be  
 made. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 2. GP 1 This might be framed more positively. Comments noted. Policy has been amended to  GDC1 
 cover the impact of development. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 2. GP 1 Criterion e) (4) is welcomed but might be better  Revised policy for locally identified sites of  GDC4 
 expressed as biodiversity or geological  biodiversity and geological conservation seeks to  
 conservation interest. provide a high level of protection for these assets. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 2. GP 1 It is not clear whether this is intended to be taken  Agree. Policy has been divided to cover design  GDC1 
 forward as a single policy although this appears to which is included in the Core Strategy policies,  
  be the case. It is very long and covers a number  and impact of development as a separate policy to 
 of issues. The order of the criteria is not well   aid clarity and structure. 
 structured varying between character and design  
 matters and amenity and environmental impacts.  
 Should be restructured to improve usability. 

 Ms Holland Peacock &  2. GP 1 c - Requires new development to preserve AND  Comments noted. Revised impact of development  GDC1 
 Smith enhance the CA. Should only be OR. policy addresses v this issue. 

 Ms Holland Peacock &  2. GP 1 e - Currently requires all new development to not  Comments noted.  Adverse impact on amenity will  GDC1 
 Smith adversely affect various amenity related matters.  be covered in a new policy on Impact of  
 However, sometimes these effects are minor and  development. 
 have no significant effect. 

 Ms Holland Peacock &  2. GP 1 e - Currently requires all new development to not  Comments noted.  Adverse impact on  GDC1 
 Smith adversely affect various landscape/pollution/water  landscape/pollution/water courses/unstable land  
 courses/unstable land matters. However,  will be covered in a new policy on Impact of  
 sometimes these effects are minor and have no  development. 
 significant effect. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 2. GP 1 We strongly support this policy. PPS9 states that  Support noted. GDC4 
  Trust plan policies and decisions should aim to maintain  
 and enhance, restore or add to biodiversity and  
 we believe that this should be reflected in GP1. 
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 Ms Pitt GO-East 2. GP 2 This is not consistent with national policy which  Agree. Policy has been revised to allow for a risk  GDC2 
 requires a more detailed sequential approach  based approach towards development in flood risk 
 based on risk and the degree to which different   areas. 
 types of development might be acceptable. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 2. GP 2 The local planning authority is responsible for the  Agree. Policy has been revised to take this into  GDC2 
 determination of planning applications and as  account. 
 such, the FRA and mitigation measures should be  
 provided to the satisfaction of the local planning  
 authority rather than the EA. 

 Dr Hoare CPRE 2. GP 3 Why does this policy conflict with the Breckland  Comments noted.  The impact of development will  GDC1 
 Policy on wind farms, particularly on the issue of  be covered by a new policy and it is considered  
 noise and local amenity? Criteria were agreed at  inappropriate to cover these issues in policies  
 the Full Council Meeting on 29/9 yet there are no  concerning particular forms of development. 
 such criteria in the document. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 2. GP 3 The impacts of renewable energy developments  Comments noted.  Adverse impact on the natural  GDC1 
  Trust should be expanded to include County Wildlife  environment will be covered in a new policy on  
 Sites, Ancient Woodland and other Important  Impact of development. 
 Habitats. 

 Ms Fletcher English  2. GP 3 While we are generally supportive of the need for  Comments noted.  Adverse impact on the historic  GDC1 
 Heritage renewable energy generation, the impact of some  environment will be covered in a new policy on  
 proposals may not be appropriate where there is  Impact of development. 
 adverse impact on the historic environment.  
 Cultural heritage should be added into GP3. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 2. GP 6 The production of an SPD relating specifically to  Comments noted. However existing Local  GDC24 
  Council telecommunications development should be  Development Scheme has not included provision  
 considered. for a telecommunications SPD. A policy is included 
  to deal specifically with this issue in the LDF. 
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 Mr Gilliland Mobile  2. GP 6 1 - Detailed and accurate sizes/measurements  Comments noted. GDC24 
 Operators  may be necessary to be able to assess the impact  
 Association of an installation. 
 2 - This should be possible in most circumstances, 
  however, on some occasions, technical issues do  
 not allow for certain designs and as such,  
 applications should be assessed on an individual  
 basis. 
 3 - Again this must be considered on an individual  
 basis, as depending on various circumstances,  
 there may be occasions when it is necessary to  
 locate in less desirable locations. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 3. ENV 1 Should provide a policy for nationally designated  Policy has been included dealing with nationally  GDC3 
 sites. identified sites that are not protected elsewhere 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV 1 We recommend adoption of EN advice relating to  Comments noted. GDC3 
  Trust this policy. 

 Mr Hickey Swaffham &  3. ENV 2 We support this preferred option. Support noted. Policy wording has been revised  GDC4 
 District  however high level of protection is still afforded to  
 Tourism  locally identified sites of biodiversity and  
 Association geological conservation importance. 

 Mr Hickey Sporle with  3. ENV 2 We agree with higher protection of Breckland's  Comments noted. GDC4 
 Palgrave PC countryside. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 3. ENV 2 Could be expanded to a spatial as well as  Comments noted. GDC4 
 development based policy. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV 2 We strongly support the policy to protect local  Support noted. GDC4 
  Trust sites. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV 2 However, we do not believe the present wording  Comments noted. Policy has been revised to  GDC4 
  Trust adequately translates the guidance contained in  ensure that the need and benefits of any proposal 
 PPS9. Planning authorities need to be satisfied   outweigh the harm caused by development. 
 that a development cannot reasonably be located  
 on an alternative site and that mitigation and  
 compensation measures are in place. If not,  
 development should be refused and this should be 
  conveyed within the policy. 
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 Mrs Brown Mundford  3. ENV 3 The wording is not strong enough and needs to be Comments noted. GDC4 
 Parish Council  considered in more detail. Any destruction of  
 natural habitat is intolerable and it should be  
 clarified boldly. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 3. ENV 3 This policy needs to link strongly to the UK and  Revised policy seeks to protect locally identified  GDC4 
 Norfolk BAP Plans. Recognition of more  habitats and species from development that would 
 characteristic habitats which English Nature could   cause harm. 
 assist with. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV 3 We strongly support the main thrust of this policy.  Support noted. GDC4 
  Trust However it should incorporate PPS9 as outlined  
 above for ENV2. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV 4 We support the inclusion of a reference to the  Revised policy seeks to maximise features that are GDC4 
  Trust biodiversity interest of listed buildings at the   beneficial to biodiversity on previously-developed  
 meeting of 14/11/05. land. This could include buildings including those  
 that are statutorily Listed. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 3. ENV 5 Guidance should also be provided on the  These are covered within policy to protect the  GDC5 
  Council protection of parks and gardens which are not  historic environment. 
 included on the English Heritage register. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV 5 We support the inclusion of a reference to the  Revised policy seeks to maximise features that are GDC4 
  Trust biodiversity interest of listed buildings at the   beneficial to biodiversity on previously-developed  
 meeting of 14/11/05. land. This could include buildings including those  
 that are statutorily Listed. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 3. ENV 6 The County Sites and Monuments Record has  Comments noted. Revised policy refers to NHER  GDC5 
  Council been renamed the Norfolk Historic Environment  as source of information the historic environment. 
 Record (NHER) which has a definitive source of  
 info on the Historic Environment. 

 Dr Rothera English Nature 3. ENV GEN No identification that the large SSSIs within  Sites that are afforded protection by European or  GDC4 
 Breckland have European or international  other International Directives do not require a  
 distinction and afford legal protection. Maybe  specific policy in the LDF. These are protected  
 some form of hierarchy of protection. under other legislation however, supporting text  
 may cross refer. 
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 Mr Lucking RSPB 3. ENV GEN Supportive of policies 1 and 2 although there's  Comments noted however sites that are afforded  GDC4 
 should be an addition to protect sites of  international protection in other legislation do not  
 international importance for nature conservation. require a policy in this LDD. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 3. ENV GEN These policies should not be a repeat of national  Comments noted. Policies have been revised in  GDC 
 policy but should indicate how national policy is to  order to better reflect how national policy is  
 be applied at a local level. applied at the local level. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV GEN Although not requiring policies in the LDF,  Comment noted. International sites are referred to GDC4 
  Trust International Sites should be identified and   in the supporting text 
 referred to in explanatory texts. 

 Mr Hiskett Norfolk Wildlife 3. ENV GEN In addition to the above there should be a policy  Revised policy seeks to promote restoration and  GDC4 
  Trust on restoration and creation of new priority habitats recreation as a method of mitigation. 
  in line with PPS9 and this should be cross  
 referenced with policy GP1. 

 Ms Gillings Norfolk Local  4. H 1 No affordable housing in small villages can destroy Affordable housing could still be developed in  GDC10 
 Access Forum  communities where families wish to stay in their  villages by virtue of the 'affordable housing as an  
 home village. Re-wording to 'no inappropriate' or  exceptions policy'. This will allow for affordable  
 'small amount' of growth. housing in villages where a need has been  
 identified. 

 Ms Ing Old  4. H 1 There are still plenty of places to infill in the village Noted.  A revised policy on the principles of  GDC6 
 Buckenham   with smaller properties. We want Old Buckenham  housing development sets an objective to secure  
 PC to remain a village but too many larger homes are  a better mix of housing types and sizes.  The  
 being built. baseline evidence indicates that larger properties  
 (4 bedrooms or more) have made up a significant  
 proportion of new houses built in the District.   
 Policy will seek to secure more smaller properties  
 to the meet housing needs of young, elderly and  
 small households. 

 Mrs Watling 4. H 2 There needs to be the provision for housing in  The Strategic policies allow for affordable housing  GDC10 
 rural areas to make it possible for the next  in the rural areas as an 'exception' to the general  
 generation to afford to live in villages. A balance of strategy of constraint.  This approach enables  
  'community' and 'owner/occupier' housing. Need a greater control over the type, management and  
  more imaginative approach to the development of quantity of affordable housing secured in the rural 
  Breckland as a whole, which will give a balanced   areas. 
 development of urban and rural life. 
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 Mr Davies Drivers Jonas  4. H 2 Although this is a windfall policy it is at odds with  Comments noted.  It is proposed to replace the  GDC6 
 (Beres  policy H1 which allows no growth in the smaller  policy with a general principles policy on housing  
 Developments villages. Where sites are within the settlement  development which permits development on sites  
 ) boundary they should be allocated. Where sites  within development boundaries.   Outside of  
 are immediately adjacent to the settlement  development boundaries, housing proposals will  
 boundary, they should be included within the  remain strictly controlled and only where they  
 settlement boundary if they have reasonable  meet a specific need.  The process for  
 linkages with other centres. considering potential sites immediately adjacent  
 development boundaries is through the Site  
 Specifics document. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 4. H 2 The note at the end of the policy is rather general  Comments noted.  The policy has now been re- GDC6 
 and doesn't recognise mobile homes that are  drafted and expanded into a new General Housing 
 limited by condition to ensure that they are not   Principles policy.  It is considered in the Breckland 
 occupied all year round.  context that there are a number of permanently  
 occupied mobile home developments, the control  
 and renewal of which should be treated as though  
 they were permanent dwellings.  Additionally, the  
 siting and design of temporary mobile homes  
 should not be immune from the general principles  
 that apply to permanent housing. 

 Mr Jennings Pegasus  4. H 3 The preferred policy option is supported,  Comments noted.  A revised policy on Housing  GDC6 
 (Taylor  especially the 40+ dwellings per hectare densities. Principles maintains that in sustainable locations  
 Woodrow  such as town centres and areas with good public  
 Developments  transport accessibility that densities of 40+ homes  
 Ltd) to the hectare will be appropriate subject to usual  
 design and impact criteria.  However, the policy  
 also recognises that whilst design and layouts  
 must maximise the density of development, this  
 should be done within the context of the locality  
 which may dictate that a lower density closer to 30 
  dwellings to the hectare is appropriate. 

 Ms Pears GLTP  4. H 3 Although we support the minimum 30 dwelling  Disagree. The Government expects new  GDC9 
 Planning  density, it is necessary to acknowledge that this  residential developments to be at least 30  
 Consultancy might not be possible in rural areas where this  dwellings per hectare and design quality should  
 level of development would have a detrimental  be of a high standard to ensure that  
 impact on the character of the area. developments respond positively to local  
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 Mr Davison Norfolk County 4. H 3 Broadly supported however high density housing  Comments noted.  There are a number of  GDC6 
  Council in rural/local service centres should only be  principles for new housing development including  
 permitted where it will enable improved  maximising the density of development to a level  
 accessibility to services/facilities or where levels of which is appropriate to the locality.  This would  
  accessibility are already high. High density  recognise that high density in smaller villages  
 developments in smaller villages would be  would be unsustainable.  Additionally, the  
 unsustainable. amended policy sets out where higher density will  
 be acceptable in principle, including areas with  
 good levels of accessibility. 

 Mr Marsden Building  4. H 3 The form and character of a settlement, or area,  National policy sets 30 dwellings to the hectare as  GDC6 
 Partnerships  may have resulted in past densities being well  a minimum.  It is not feasible to set a lower density  
 Ltd below 30 dwellings per hectare.  The document  within development plan policy.  The revised policy 
 does not reconcile this in its policy, and   on housing principles maintains that maximising  
 clarification is required as to how this will be  the use of land is a key objective but that this  
 applied in practice in order to avoid abortive  should be achieved in a way which is compatible  
 schemes being prepared prior to an application. with the locality.  Schemes less than 30 dwellings  
 per hectare will be referred to the Secretary of  
 State for determination in accordance with ODPM  
 Circular 01/05. 

 Mr Davies Drivers Jonas  4. H 3 We support the preferred option to ensure all  Support noted.  The principles of maximising the  GDC6 
 (Beres  residential developments should make the best  use of land is included in a revised general  
 Developments use of land by achieving a density of at least 30  principles policy for all housing developments 
 ) dwellings per hectare. 

 Mr Jennings Pegasus  4. H 4 The target of at least 30% affordable housing  Comments noted. Policy approach is supported by GDC9 
 (Taylor  should be supported by a robust and up to date   evidence contained within the Housing Needs  
 Woodrow  housing needs survey. Study. 
 Developments  
 Ltd) 

 Mr Ashworth Carter Jonas  4. H 4 Affordable housing does not have to be provided  Policy has been revised to aid clarity and remove  GDC9 
 (Crown Estate) by a RSL eg key worker housing does not require  any potential conflict. 
 provision by an RSL. There is a conflict in the text  
 accompanying the policy and the policy itself.  
 Needs clarification. 
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 Mr Ashworth Carter Jonas  4. H 4 Phrasing needs clarification so that the target  Policy has been revised to incorporate a higher  GDC9 
 (Crown Estate) figure is 30% avoiding the current ambiguity that a percentage that better reflects the level of need  
  larger target may be required. identified in Breckland. This is evidenced in the  
 Housing Needs Survey. However, in exceptional  
 circumstances, the Council will negotiate on the  
 exact form of provision. 

 Mr Ashworth Carter Jonas  4. H 4 The preferred approach of a 30% affordable  Comments noted. GDC9 
 (Crown Estate) housing target is considered appropriate. 

 Mr Phillips Bennett plc c/o 4. H 4 It is understood that the proposed 30% figure for  This option has been tested through the  GDC9 
  Carter Jonas  affordable housing is a response to the RSS,  Sustainability Appraisal process and subsequently 
 LLP however it is urged that flexibility is built into the   discounted. However, flexibility will be allowed for  
 policy to allow a lesser figure. to accept commuted sum payments in exceptional  
 circumstances. 

 Mr Cramp Norfolk Rural  4. H 4 A target of 30% of all homes built to be affordable  This comment raises an alternative option and will  GDC9 
 Community  is not enough. Produces only 230 homes whereas  be tested through the Sustainability Appraisal  
 Council the target is 600 (although we agree that this is  process. 
 unattainable). A 40 % target would produce 300  
 affordable homes which is much more satisfactory 

 Mr Jennings Pegasus on  4. H 4 A 30% affordable housing target needs to be  The percentage of affordable housing on  GDC9 
 behalf of  supported by a robust Housing Needs Survey. In  development sites that is  proposed in this  
 Hopkins  addition a pragmatic approach needs to be taken  document is supported by the Councils Housing  
 Homes Ltd. to the precise percentage and mix of provision  Needs Survey. It is recognised that in certain  
 especially if there are other significant costs eg.  circumstances the exact form of provision may  
 Infrastructure. require a more flexible approach 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 4. H 4 The Housing Needs Survey numbers quoted seem Revised policy incorporates requirement for 40%  GDC9 
  to imply that a much higher percentage of  affordable housing on development sites. This is  
 affordable housing contribution is required to meet considered to better meet the identified needs in  
  the 600 units a year needed. The reason used,  the district (as evidenced by the housing needs  
 that it is in line with neighbouring authorities is not  study) without harming development viability. 
 robust although economic viability is  
 acknowledged. 
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 Ms Pitt GO-East 4. H 4 The definition of affordable housing used, that  Agree. Policy has been revised to make reference GDC9 
 provided by an RSL, is inconsistent with the   to the fact that affordable housing is defined as  
 definition that affordable housing is based on  being subsidised housing. 
 subsidy rather than the housing being available in  
 perpetuity. Should be amended to better reflect  
 the emerging national policy. 

 Mr Stott 4. H 4 Villages need small affordable housing. Agree. Revised policy dealing with affordable  GDC10 
 housing as an exception to other policy has been  
 included to allow for affordable housing. This is  
 likely to be in villages. 

 Mr Phillips Carter Jonas  4. H 4 The 30% figure quoted is understood to be a  Disagree. Housing needs study supports this  GDC9 
 (Taylor  response to the emerging RSS. However it is  figure and provides additional justification for a  
 Woodrow) urged that flexibility is built into this policy to allow  higher percentage. The Council will however,  
 for a lesser figure where this is shown necessary  negotiate on the form of provision in exceptional  
 to demonstrate viability. circumstances. 

 Mr McLarty Bidwells  4. H 4 We do not support the preferred option for this  Comments noted. However it is considered that  GDC9 
 (Childerhouse  policy. Should allow for other sites to come forward the percentage of affordable housing sought has  
 Farming)  viably. been set at a level to meet the identified need in  
 Breckland. Policy does allow for negotiation on the 
  form of provision and takes into account the  
 viability of hard to develop sites in exceptional  
 circumstances. 

 Ms Pears GLTP  4. H 4 & 5 We suggest that a lower threshold is imposed on  Disagree. The thresholds proposed are  GDC9 
 Planning  developments within the larger settlements  considered to represent the best balance between 
 Consultancy particularly those within the primary settlements   bringing forward a suitable level of affordable  
 listed. Conversely, the threshold should be higher  housing to meet needs and the deliverability of  
 in the smaller settlements (around 5). For smaller  sites. 
 developments particularly, the margins of  
 economic viability tend to be much tighter. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 4. H 4 & 5 support Support noted. GDC9 
  Council 
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 C W Hilton  4. H 5 We request that the threshold for affordable  Comments noted. This raises an additional option  GDC 
 Partners housing developments remains at 5 dwellings  to be tested through the Sustainability Appraisal  
 rather than 3. The policy also needs to take into  process. 
 account the fact that some developments will incur 
  additional costs such as remediation 

 Mr Wingate DWA Planning 4. H 5 The threshold is not appropriate for the small infill  Disagree. Threshold is considered appropriate in  GDC9 
 sites in smaller villages. order to bring forward a sufficient level of  
 affordable housing to meet identified need. This is 
  supported by the Councils Housing Needs Study. 

 Mr Marsden Building  4. H 5 We consider this policy is unworkable if applied to  Affordable housing as an exception is provided for GDC10 
 Partnerships  sites of 0.1 ha. Instead provision should be made   in this within policy GDC10. 
 Ltd for the allocation of rural exception sites in  
 accordance with Government policy. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 4. H 5 The indicated thresholds for contribution are lower Comments noted. Thresholds for contribution has  GDC9 
  than those advised by circular 6/98 which remains been set at a level that will enable a level of  
  the extant government policy. affordable housing to be brought forward to satisfy 
  identified needs in the district. This is supported  
 by the authorities housing needs study. 

 Ms Pears GLTP  4. H 6 Generally correct but criterion 4 may be too strict.  Agree. Revised policy seeks for sites to be  GDC10 
 Planning  Any development sites that are proposed should  adjacent which allows for some flexibility where  
 Consultancy relate well to the existing settlement pattern but  development boundaries are drawn in a manner  
 this depends on how tightly the development  that may preclude development otherwise. 
 boundary is drawn. Needs to be some flexibility. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 4. H 6 The definition of affordable housing is limited to  Comments noted. Revised policies seek to set out  GDC9 
 social rented accommodation. It is not clear  principles for development of affordable housing  &10 
 whether this definition is limited to the  and provide for affordable housing on an  
 development of affordable housing on exception  exceptional basis. 
 sites. Could be inconsistent with the definition in  
 H4. Additionally, if this definition is limited to the  
 policy only, it could restrict development on  
 exception sites. Limiting development to RSL's  
 prevents other developers providing affordable  
 housing. The authority should consider whether  
 the limitations placed in the preferred policy are  
 overly inflexible. 
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 Mr Jennings Pegasus  4. H 7 The preferred option is generally supported  Comments noted. PG3 at paragraph 11 states  GDC6 
 (Taylor  although it is essential that the Local Planning  that plans should secure an appropriate mix of  
 Woodrow  Authority works in conjunction with the developers  dwelling sizes and types.  The baseline evidence  
 Developments  to ensure that the mix of housing is provided which is that a significant proportion (29%) of new  
 Ltd)  is in a location with a demand. homes are 4 bed properties.  To secure a  
 balanced housing market it is appropriate to  
 address the needs of smaller households.  The  
 practical application of the policy will depend on  
 an assessment of local needs, provided by either  
 the Local Authority or the developer.  Breckland  
 Council is due to receive a completed Housing  
 Market Assessment in early 2007. 

 Mr Hickey Sporle with  4. H 7 New dwellings should be predominantly 2  Comments noted.  The preferred options policy  GDC6 
 Palgrave PC bedroom, not the 4 bedroom executive houses  referred to a range of house sizes.  As amended  
 suggested here. the new policy on Housing Principles maintains  
 that securing a mix of house types is a key  
 objective.  The emphasis, in terms of the  
 supporting text, is that the need will be for  
 accommodation for smaller households.  This is  
 likely to be the one and two bedroom properties.   
 The precise mix will be informed by the Council's  
 Housing Needs Assessment or an assessment  
 provided by the Developer.  In some communities  
 the need for larger properties may be stronger  
 than smaller properties to ensure that a balanced  
 housing market is created. 
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 Mr Ashworth Carter Jonas  4. H 7 Supports the preferred approach of a mix of  Support noted. PG3 at paragraph 11 states that  GDC6 
 (Crown Estate) housing sizes. However, there is no need for  plans should secure an appropriate mix of dwelling 
 percentages for each size as each proposal   sizes and types.  The baseline evidence is that a  
 should be assessed on its own merit. significant proportion (29%) of new homes are 4  
 bed properties.  To secure a balanced housing  
 market it is appropriate to address the needs of  
 smaller households.  The practical application of  
 the policy will depend on an assessment of local  
 needs, provided by either the Local Authority or  
 the developer.  Breckland Council is due to  
 receive a completed Housing Market Assessment  
 in early 2007.  It is not proposed to include  
 percentages for each size of house and each site  
 will be assessed on its own merits with regard to  
 latest available data. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 4. H 7 Support but how regularly will the local needs be  Support noted.  Breckland Council will assess  GDC6 
  Council assessed and by whom? local needs through a Housing Market  
 Assessment (HMA), prepared in accordance with  
 government guidance.  Breckland's first HMA will  
 be adopted early in 2007 and will be reviewed on  
 a regular basis. 

 Ms Rejzek Carpenter  4. H 7 The preferred option of requiring all new  Comments noted.  PPG3 at paragraph 11 states  GDC6 
 Planning  developments to provide a mix of 1,2,3 and 4  that plans should secure an appropriate mix of  
 Consultants  bedroom houses is not considered appropriate.  dwelling sizes and types.  The baseline evidence  
 (Cofton Ltd) Not suitable for all sites. is that a significant proportion (29%) of new  
 homes are 4 bed properties.  To secure a  
 balanced housing market it is appropriate to  
 address the needs of smaller households.  The  
 practical application of the policy will depend on  
 an assessment of local needs, provided by either  
 the Local Authority or the developer.  Breckland  
 Council is due to receive a completed Housing  
 Market Assessment in early 2007. 
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 Ms Molyneux Molyneux  4. H 7 The aim to establish sustainable communities  Comments noted.  The Council is working towards  GDC6 
 Planning  through the mix of housing types and sizes should  having a Housing Market Assessment (HMA)  
 (Home  be based on robust and well founded research  adopted in early 2007. The HMA is being  
 Builders  into the local housing market and needs. prepared in accordance with latest government  
 Federation) guidance and will be reviewed as and when the  
 need arises.  The HMA will inform the mix of  
 housing types and sizes to be secured through  
 the planning process. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 4. H 7 This policy lacks certainty by not indicating the  GDC6 
 criteria to be applied other than referring to a  
 needs assessment. It does not appear to add  
 much over emerging national policy. It also seeks  
 to apply a requirement to all development  
 including small schemes and schemes for single  

 Mr Hickey Sporle with  4. H 8 We do not accept that travellers should be offered Disagree. The council has a statutory  GDC 
 Palgrave PC  new sites to minimise exclusion. By travelling they  responsibility to provide sites for travellers. It is  
 exclude themselves and communities should not  considered that this is best addressed through the 
 be forced to allocate land close to their   LDF process to ensure thorough scrutiny of all  
 boundaries for sites. available options to ensure sites are located in  
 areas that provide access to facilities, and are  
 where travellers wish to locate. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 4. H 8 Support but could include reference to other  Support noted.  The policy on gypsy and traveller  GDC11 
  Council environmental concerns site provision will set out the specific criteria  
 relating to the topic.  Proposals will be considered  
 within the complete policy framework of the  
 development plan, including generic policies on  
 impact, environment and biodiversity. 
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 Ms Salmon on behalf of  4. H GEN It appears that Breckland has decided against  Shared ownership affordable housing will be  GDC9 
 Mattishall PC building any shared equity homes due to 'the  sought in Breckland where a need is identified.  
 relatively high price of housing and a  The policies in the Core Strategy will allow for this  
 comparatively low average household income' in  tenure as well as social-rented accommodation. 
 favour of social rented homes only. This policy  
 would fail to meet the needs of many people who  
 do not appear on house waiting lists ie. single  
 people living with parents who cannot afford to buy 
  a property on the open market but who do not  
 qualify for social housing. While this minority only  
 consist of 14%, should they be ignored? 

 Mr Wright The Thetford  7. OS 1 Not just for new developments but for large  Comments noted.  The policy will protect existing  GDC 
 Society existing developments as well. open spaces on existing developments, provided  
 existing open spaces are needed or that a  
 proposed redevelopment of an existing open  
 space will represent a greater community benefit. 

 Ms Salmon on behalf of  7. OS GEN As well as using the Open Space Audit to identify  Comments noted. The Open Space Audit will seek GDC 
 Mattishall PC and protect existing open space, Breckland should  to set local standards for open space provision in  
  also use the results to identify areas deficient in  order address existing deficiencies. These  
 open space and rectify this problem. standards will be included in the Core Strategy  
 document. 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 9. TC 1 Generally supported but the policy should be more Policy has been revised to deal with specific  GDC22 
  Council  visionary and be more supportive of a strategy for conditions in Breckland and avoid repetition of  
  improvements to the district's town centres. Could national policy. 
  also refer to particular strategies for each town. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 9. TC 1 It is unclear what is meant by 'town centre  Policy has been revised to consider retail  GDC22 
 development/uses'. It is assume that this is the  frontages and avoid any repetition of the  
 uses as defined in PPS6. The level of detail in the  sequential approach advocated in PPS6 
 5 criteria is currently not sufficient to provide  
 clarity. Moreover, the criteria in their current form  
 broadly repeat/reflect PPS6 but in less detail. 

 Ms Holland Peacock &  9. TC 1 Support preferred option. In particular the location  Support noted. GDC22 
 Smith of town centre development to Thetford and the  
 designated centres of the other 4 towns to ensure  
 a more even growth distribution in the district. 
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 Revised  
 Title Surname Company  Chapter Policy Comment Officer Comment policy 

 Mr Davison Norfolk County 9. TC 2 Support Support noted, however policy has been revised  GDC22 
  Council in order to avoid repetition of national guidance. 

 Ms Rose The Theatres  9. TC 2 We support this policy which mentions arts and  Revised policy seeks to ensure vibrant town  GDC 
 Trust cultural development being permitted to help  centres through a mix of uses, but the policy no  
 ensure vibrant town centres. longer makes specific reference to arts and  
 culture. The support for these uses remains. 

 Ms Pitt GO-East 9. TC 2 Consideration should be given to strengthening  Agree. Revised policy positively encourages  GDC22 
 and reframing the policy in a more positive way to  residential development above retail premises. 
 positively encourage the use of space above  
 commercial premises for residential in town  
 centres. 
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